
00:03:35 Malinda: Hi everyone! 
00:03:51 Cheryl: hello  from  Saskatchewan
00:04:24 Cathy Barton: hi from Arkansas 🧶
00:04:27 Malinda: hope you had a great vacation
00:04:27 Linda: Hi Everyone - from Linda in Palos Hills, IL!
00:04:50 Bridget Morgan: hi from San Jose
00:05:24 Judy: Hello from Park Slope, Brooklyn, NY
00:05:47 Steffi Prigoff: isn't around our Columbus Day?
00:07:44 iPhone: greetings from Manhattan everyone
00:09:17 Greta: Hello from Norman, OK
00:10:08 Kim Jackson: Kim Lynchburg, Virginia
00:10:13 Debra Midas: Hi from California
00:10:45 Steffi Prigoff: check your view options on your screen as I see you..
00:10:49 Maureen Luddy: hello from Milwaukee
00:11:25 Sandy Jimerson: Hi from Carthage, MO!  :) 
00:11:57 Pam Adams: HI from Dallas Texas
00:11:58 Cathy Chalk: Hi from Kansas City
00:12:04 Fiona's iPad: Hi from Canada Fiona here
00:12:15 Betty Jo: Hello from Brainerd, Minnesota.
00:12:40 lila: Lila from Queens, NY
00:12:44 Maria Garozzo-Payne: hello from Buffalo NY
00:13:04 Julie Ballou: hello from Edmond Oklahoma!
00:13:16 Linda:   My Dad was originally from Pittsburg, KS!
00:13:22 Cayte's iPhone: Manhattan here - do I have a name now?
00:16:53 Jackie Muller: You can also go to the top left  and see the 
exclamation point you can copy the link to this meeting and save it
00:19:21 Debra Ross: Linda, you must truly miss your sister.  My heart aches for
you.  Please consider me a Fiber Sister, reach out to me anytime you wish to  chat.
00:20:27 Judy: I have a question about what’s available on Amazon. Is the 
charcoal colored yarn available? It’s in the picture but doesn’t seem to be one of 
the choices.
00:21:04 Judy: Yay, I love the charcoal!
00:23:31 Malinda: A co-worker said his wife got one of those Amazon dots and 
put it in their kitchen - he swears they get amazon ads for things related to what 
they talk about...that Alexa is a kinda scary chick!
00:24:00 Steffi Prigoff: what was the yarn/fur? for the bolero
00:24:16 Debra Ross: Fiona, the bolero makes me so happy!
00:25:09 Julie Ballou: That hat is so cute!
00:25:32 Greta: Very nice
00:25:34 Kim Jackson: top left on a ipad
00:26:35 Steffi Prigoff: thanks
00:26:46 Cayte's iPhone: Wish I had a young girl to knit for,  that looks so 
great and fun.
00:27:13 Jackie Muller: https://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/antler-toque
00:28:52 Maureen Luddy: That is really beautiful
00:31:02 Steffi Prigoff: no need to block that one...
00:35:22 Cayte's iPhone: my iPad only puts the chat dead center over the 
speaker’s face, so I now join in on my iPad for the picture & audio and join in on 
my iPhone for the chat.
00:35:44 Steffi Prigoff: what is the best way to deal with 1k yarn (continuous
fiber).  I have a swift, (hopefully it is large enough for hank) but no 
winder...it's a pretty Interlacements (Michigan) in fingering..suggestions from the
peanut gallery?
00:37:04 Kim Jackson: Lisa that’s beautiful.
00:37:10 Maureen Luddy: Wow I love that
00:37:56 Pam Adams: One of the knit stars, Tina Tse has a project that knits 
together geometric shapes.  It looks so fun 
00:39:53 Jackie Muller: Can you give the name of the lady /website?
00:39:57 Jackie Muller: Thanks :)



00:40:30 lisa rosenfield: Thanks Kim and Maureen
00:40:45 Betty Jo: Lauren Nelkin I believe
00:48:24 Maureen Luddy: The blanket is beautiful, as is your work
00:49:43 Julie Ballou: Thank you Maureen!
00:50:34 Malinda: great mask!!
00:54:16 Maureen Luddy: I so agree, love the weekly knit alongs- feel like I 
have made new friends
00:54:45 Helen Ashenfelter: I agree lots of new friends!
00:54:59 Sandy Jimerson: I've been on quarantine for the past 10 days and 
haven't seen anyone except my husband, daughter and stepson ha ha 
00:55:21 Mary Kozicki: always seem to join at the wrong time here in Canada 
Can I tap into  a recording?
00:56:16 Malinda: Agree - at first I was skeptical about a virtual sit and 
knit but it is so fun to hear and see what everyone is working on - plus I almost 
always learn something new!!
00:56:31 Mary Kozicki: Do not know why everyone comes up it is Mary Kozicki
00:57:28 Cheryl: so outstanding
00:57:42 Malinda: love Brooklyn Tweed yarns!!
00:58:37 CAB’s iPhone: Cool vest & love that he made the buttons❤️
00:59:03 Debra Ross: The vest pattern I showed is Caldwell written by Steven 
West.
00:59:15 Debra Ross: love Lazy Girl
00:59:22 Barbara Carrington: does anyone know how to tighten a hat brim 
after it’s made?  Something about crocheting something into the brim?
00:59:25 Malinda: love Lazy Girl - made 4 this year :)
01:00:17 Maria Garozzo-Payne: was the Lazy Girl hat ever a Loops Club kit 
years ago?
01:02:01 Debra Ross: Barbara, I use stretchy thread sewn into brims to tighten 
up.  Many makers crochet along the edge to tighten up.
01:02:36 Debra Ross: that is helping Barbara
01:03:10 Barbara Carrington: THANK YOU!!
01:04:22 Debra Ross: adriafil knitcoliri yarn was one option on Lazy Girl hat
01:04:42 Mary Kozicki: Thank you for this group chat 
01:04:45 Cayte's iPhone: I missed the Wednesday email - so glad you mentioned 
it, hat & fingerless gloves pattern perfect for my niece’s gift. 👍
01:04:48 Cheryl: i  got  stars 6
01:05:44 Cayte's iPhone: what? code for what?
01:05:45 Judy: I got the code.
01:07:06 Evelyn Neal: yes! just ask for a Loops bag and we will add it!
01:07:12 Pam Adams: yes
01:07:16 jeanneklaver: YES
01:07:17 Malinda: TOTALLY WORTH IT (Knit Stars) Love it! I watch it in spurts
01:07:19 Kim Jackson: yes
01:07:28 Cayte's iPhone: yes
01:07:51 Judy: Yes! Worth it! and you can do it at your own pace so don’t worry 
about having the time.
01:07:59 Jackie Muller: I loved watching the ones that I got the sneak peeks 
and will be purchasing the Knitstars for my personal Holiday gift :)
01:08:13 lesleyscott: Yes definitely worthwhile .I started in Knitstars 3 
and now own all of the season
01:09:10 Malinda: One of the best parts of it is you can go back and rewatch 
anytime as many times as you want.  I have done that a lot on certain instructor's 
segments.
01:09:13 Cathy Barton: yes love knit stars🧶
01:09:31 Mary Kozicki: I so agree very worth it. You do not have to travel 
and it is on your computer to use anytime 
01:09:48 Debra Midas: I have 2 seasons. Love it! Is there any opportunity 
purchase the rest?
01:12:39 Sandy Jimerson: I get in a knitting rut and don't branch out with 



yarns or projects and that's what I've enjoyed about the blue bags and what will 
make me a knit stars owner when the finances allow for it. 
01:12:56 Cathy Barton: My husband says it looks like they are in the living 
room with you🧶
01:13:06 Steffi Prigoff: will there be options in the future for payment 
plans?
01:13:51 Steffi Prigoff: thanks
01:17:03 lila: Thanks Sherri and everyone! Always interesting!
01:18:05 Julie Ballou: Sherri, I just want to thank you for the wonderful 
job you to hosting this!


